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This thesis discusses the problem of concerns to space appearing in novelistic 
narrative since the 1990s.Concerns to space discussed in the thesis refers to the 
concerns to spatial pattern in novelistic narrative and the spatialization feature after 
the loss of support from time vector. The strong ties between space and value are 
destroyed by the accelerated progress of urbanization. Many kinds of value are mixed 
in one space, which leads to the value anomie. Space anxiety becomes apparent. The 
spatiality of novelistic narrative highlights, which replaces the time chain of original 
narrative. Texts no longer have clear pointings and goals. 
The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part includes introduction and the first 
chapter. It briefly summarizes the condition of using the concept “space” in domestic 
critical articles, and discusses the possibility and theoretical support of the topic. The 
second part includes the second chapter, the third chapter and the fourth chapter. It 
analyzes the problem of concerns to space in Fei Du and Qin Qiang by Jia Pingwa, 
Bian Di Xiao Xiong by Wang Anyi ,Yu Mi Trilogy by Bi Feiyu and Yan Lianke’s local 
novels since the 1990s. 
The first chapter indicates the massive existence of concerns to space in 
contemporary novels especially in novels since the 1990s, and the supporting 
background. And it summarizes theories of space from Michel Foucaul, Henri 
Lefebvre, Fredric Jameson, Edward W. Soja, in order to give theoretical support for 
the following analysis. 
The second chapter chooses two Jia Pingwa’s novels to discuss urban and rural 
space in the process of modernity. The chapter elaborates the conflict between the 
traditional cultural space and modern life’s space, as well as the relevance and 
metaphors between living space and characters’ personality and fate, and “the 













空间关注：论 90 年代以来小说叙事的一种特征 
 III
abandoning historical determinism, relationship between lunatic Yinsheng and spatial 
narrative, binary opposition of Qiligou and the market, and rural ruins under the 
onslaught of modernity, etc. 
The third chapter discusses the concerns to space presenting in urban-rural drift. It 
summarizes three kinds of space in Bian Di Xiao Xiong: transitional space between 
urban and rural, urban space, and Jianghu space. It analyzes three sisters’ 
transformative processes from countryside to city which reflects the fracture between 
urban and rural space in Yu Mi Trilogy. 
The fourth chapter discusses the concerns to space in Yan Lianke’s local novels. It 
discusses the selection of enclosed space and the construction of absurd space. Then it 
analyzes Yan Lianke’s Feng Ya Song and points out its feature of revealing character’s 
complex personality by different spaces such as home, campus, mental hospital, Pa 
Lou villages, heaven street, old poetry city and so on, and concerns on intellectual’s 
wandering in different spaces and his relationship with each space. 
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了图像叙事。他的论述梳理了空间叙事的理论问题。截至 2011 年 1 月 20 日，在
期刊网清华 CNKI 数据库中输入题名“空间叙事”，共有 97 篇文章，除去论建筑
设计（8 篇）、电影（9 篇）、宗教（2 篇），共 78 篇论及文学的空间叙事，其中
博士、硕士毕业论文 8 篇，分别是：上海师范大学 2008 届博士尤迪勇的《空间






























本文的研究对象主要是 20 世纪 90 年代以来、描述城乡空间的小说文本，重
点分析《废都》、《秦腔》、《遍地枭雄》、《玉米》三部曲，以及阎连科 90 年代以
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